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The Puzzle 

Since becoming a nuclear state in 1964, China 
maintained one of the smallest and most 

vulnerable nuclear forces among the great 
powers despite possessing the resources to 
build a larger force, presenting a puzzle to 

national security academic and policy 
communities alike.   



Nuclear Force Numerical Estimates: Mao Era 
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Possible Explanation #1: Cost 

• The cost of China’s nuclear force prohibited 
building a large force 

 

– Choice to build fusion weapons in 1965 was also 
costly, but was a strategic choice 

 

– Third Line campaign was extremely costly; this 
money could have been diverted to nuclear 
program instead 

 



Possible Explanation #2: Structural 

 

• The structure of the international system 
caused China to create a small nuclear force 

 

– U.S., China, Soviet competition: What is enough? 

 

– China’s second-strike capability? 

 



My Explanation: Ideas 

• Mao-era ideas about military force limited the 
size of China’s nuclear weapons program 
 
– Ideas about military force = strategic culture 

 
– Mao-era strategic culture = People’s War 

• Threat = invasion; solution = mass mobilized army 

 
– China’s “People’s War” strategic culture emphasized 

conventional over nuclear warfare, restricting the 
development of its nuclear weapons program.  



China’s Strategic Culture limited its 
Nuclear Weapons Program 
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Linking Ideas to Action: Three Steps 

• Step one: Identify military culture  
– Military writings; US government analysis; 

academic studies (1960s-1970s) 

 

• Step two: trace ideas through policy  
– Secret Chinese military journal (1961): “min bing;” 

People’s War as strategic defense of coast 

 

• Step three: Historical analysis 
– links between ideas and state action  



Step One: Identify Military Culture 

• People’s War (人民战争) 

– Threat: Invasion of China (U.S.; later, Soviet Union) 

– Organize “People’s Militias” (民兵) for coastal defense 

– Trade space for time; fight in favorable circumstances 

 

• Nuclear Weapons and People’s War 

– People over high technology weapons 

– Demonstrate nuclear technical capability; defend 
against invasion 

 



Step Two: Trace Ideas Through Policy 

 

• Study Bulletin of Activites (工作通讯) 

 

– Secret military journal distributed to division-level 
commanders throughout China 



我军战斗条令是毛泽东
军事思想的产物，军事

科学院 

“人民军队，人民战争
是毛主席军事路线的根
本出发点…” 

“现在军事科学技术的
发展，新武兵器的出现…

不能改变战争和战斗的
根本原则。战争胜负的
决定因素，仍然是政治
而不是技术，仍然是人
而不是物。” 



Step Three: Historical Analysis  
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China’s Third Line  
Defense Industry Reorganization, 1965-1971 
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Third Line = Conventional Warfare 

• China’s threats: Invasion 

 

• Solution:  

– Strategic use of China’s geography (dispersion) 

– Build conventional weapons/equipment for 
resistance force 

– Drive out invaders 



Conclusions 

• Mao-era China: People’s War ideas 
– Threat = invasion 

– Solution = distance, geography, conventional 
resistance 

– Result = small nuclear force 

 

• US/Soviet: Nuclear strategic ideas 
– Threat = nuclear strike 

– Solution = strengthen nuclear deterrent 

– Result = large nuclear force 

 

 


